Assignment Log

Unit One (5 pts each)
☐ Description Paragraph
☐ Literacy Narrative

Unit Two (5 pts each)
☐ Comparison/Contrast Paragraph
☐ Process Analysis Paragraph
☐ Definition Paragraph

Unit Three (5 points each)
☐ Illustration Paragraph
☐ Cause and Effect Paragraph
☐ Annotated Bibliography

Essays (30 pts each)
☐ Essay 1
☐ Essay 2

Workshops (5 pts. each)
☐ Peer workshop 1
☐ Peer workshop 2

Days of class present: (5 pts per day, 70 pts total) ______________

Summary/Response Work (10 pts each)
☐ Summary/Response Practice 1
☐ Summary/Response Practice 2
☐ Practice Final

Total Points (out of 210) ______________

Grading Scale:
189-210 pts= A
168-188= B
147-167= C
125-146= D
0-124= F

Make up work: all of the assignments above will be done IN CLASS except the two essays. If you miss a class, find out which writing assignment you missed (on the syllabus). Extra Credit: writing center visits, reading reactions (react to anything).